Frequently Asked
Questions (FAQ)

WHAT IS THE SOURCE?

DOES BOTTLED WATER HAVE A

WHAT DOES “WATER WITH

Allqua is 100% natural alkaline water

SHELF LIFE?

BENEFITS” MEAN?

that comes from natural alkaline

While bottled water is not a perishable

Allqua

underground springs in Meriwether

item, all of our bottles have a “best

Besides a 7.5 or higher pH level,

County, Georgia. The springs are

by” date of two years. We recommend

allqua contains iron, magnesium,

naturally pressurized meaning we

storing your allqua water in a cool, dry

manganese, sulfur and other trace

are not pumping or interfering with

place, away from direct sunlight to

minerals.

the natural flow.

ensure the optimum quality.

minerals are reported to have many

is

truly

This

a

unique

special

water.

blend

of

health benefits such as increased
HOW DO YOU TREAT THE WATER?

ARE YOUR BOTTLES RECYCLABLE?

energy, blood sugar regulation, help

We do not artificially enhance or alter

Our plastic bottles are made from

in curbing skin conditions, help with

our water. Our water is so pure that

PET, a material that can be recycled

reflux and indigestion and reduced

it is completly safe to drink directly

again and again. Recycling of all

inflammation,

from the spring. However, we do run

plastics is an important component

fighting the aging process.

our water through a series of micron

of sustainability and something that

check out the testimonials!

filters and ozonation to remove any

we strongly encourage and support.

head

aches,

natural sediment that may occur.
DO YOUR BOTTLES CONTAIN BPA?
HOW OFTEN IS THE WATER

BPA stands for bisphenol A. BPA is

TESTED?

an industrial chemical that has been

Tested daily, our water is meticulously

used to make certain plastics and

monitored to assure us and you of clear

resins since the 1960s that can seep

quality and taste in each and every

into the contained product.

bottle. We value quality of quantity.

assured, our bottles are BPA-FREE.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE “100%

WHAT DOES ALLQUA MEAN?

NATURAL ALKALINE WATER”?

Allqua stands for “ALL QUA-lity”

To be considered an alkaline water

water. We are more than just spring

the pH level of the solution must be

water.

greater than 7.0. Allqua’s pH level

Nature’s

ranges from 7.5 to 8.0 on the scale.

minerals and alkalinity that give our

100% natural means that the product

water a well rounded balance of

is not enhanced with any chemicals

healthy goodness.

Rest

We are grateful for Mother
unique

combination

of

or additives. This water is natural
and pure! Alkaline water neutralize
acids & remove toxins from the body
resulting in optimal health.
IS ANYTHING ADDED TO YOUR
WATER?

CONTACT US!
Bottled at the source in Pine Mountain, GA

No. Nothing is added or removed from

Phone: 404.419.9393

our water. Allqua is 100% all natural.

Website: www.allquawater.com
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